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Dear Jane, 

I have prepared and analyzed your horoscope using Vedic (Indian) Astrology using the birth data you 

provided. The following sections contain my analysis and predictions about several aspects of your life. 

Please bear in mind, the following important points: 

 Your ascendant or rising sign is Scorpio. My website www.AstroMirror.com has monthly predictions 

based on ascendant. If you look for your monthly predictions on my website, please read the 

predictions for Scorpio. 

 Your Moon sign is Aquarius; Your Moon Nakshatra (constellation) is Poorva Bhadrapada. 

 Your Sun sign is Sagittarius. 

 Your horoscope has four planets in kendra houses and one in second house, three in third house and 

one in ninth house. In your horoscope Saturn is in its own sign making it stronger. None of the 

planets are in exalted or debilitated state. Overall, the placement of planets is quite good. 

 

Personality: 

 Your Vedic Ascendant is Scorpio, a Mars sign. Being ruled by Mars, you possess the personal traits 

that are very Martian. You have excellent ability to focus on issues at hand. You have above-average 

observation skills. You notice things that other people overlook. Your are courageous and alert, 

especially in times of challenges. 

 Venus placed in your first house gives you extremely beautiful face and well-proportioned body. You 

could easily walk away with the crown in any beauty pagent. People who know you, desire your 

http://www.jyotishdisha.com/
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company. You are a natural magnet to people and things around you. You have this uncanny ability 

to know when and what to say with regard to what people want to hear.  

 You enjoy and appreciate beautiful and luxurious things. You perhaps have a weakness for 

cosmetics or perfumes. You have an eye for beauty. Many of your friends would seek your advice on 

how to look beautiful. 

 Your Venus is placed in the sign of Mars. This makes you a born reformer. You challenge the status 

quo. You break the old customs and traditions and establish you own new ones.  

 Being a Martian, you are decisive. Once you have made up your mind, you do not go back-n-forth. 

People around you, sometimes label your firmness as stubbornness.  

 You are results-driven. To accomplish the goals, you would trust anyone without doing due 

diligence. Sometimes, people take advantage of your trust. 

 Sun in the second house gives you excellent communication skills. You can articulate your ideas and 

thoughts very clearly. In fact, sometimes you would see yourself helping people express 

themselves. With your vocabulary and talking skills you can charm your way out of any difficult 

situation. These talking skills create natural attraction for people towards you.   

 Sun in the second house creates a need to feel strong sense of personal or self-worth. Your energies 

are engaged in acquiring power through personal possessions, talents and money. Watch out for 

your have a tendency to be possessive of or "lord over" people and things.  

 Mercury placed in the third house makes you clever, smart, adaptable and versatile. This Mercury 

stimulates your mind and body to see your ideas through completion. You are that jack-of-all-trades 

who knows something about everything. Being placed in its natural house in your horoscope, this 

Mercury indicates that you have a good grasping power. You pick up any new subject and can talk 
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about it authoritatively. Books are your best friends. You read not just for sake of reading but with a 

purpose to imbibe something from all that you read. You believe that learning is a life-long process 

and you enjoy it. 

 Lord of sixth house is placed in tenth house. This creates an interesting combination in the sense 

that you are curious about other religions, faiths and life styles. You may even explore practising 

some other faith to learn about it. 

 Moon in fourth house creates a strong sense of family and home. A love of antiques grounds you to 

your roots. Security is very important to you and you seem to get that through your foundations, 

your home and family, and your parents. Things collected serve as reminders of the past which you 

try too hard to hold on to.  

 Neptune in your twelfth house gives you intuitive abilities. Your intuition operates unconsciously. 

You probably experience intense feelings of loneliness and feel being held in a bondage to someone. 

This Neptune creates a desire to connect with a higher power at metaphysical level. You have keen 

interest in occult and mystical subjects. 

Family, Career and Finances: 

 
 Moon in the fourth house indicates attachment to mother and family. However, it seems that you 

and your siblings (or neighbors) had your fair share of differences. You found it diffuclt to get along 

for your ideas and values were different from theirs. Perhaps, your sibling(s) also had severe health 

issues. 

 Rahu (North Node) transited through your fourth house in 1970. This indicates major change in 

family life, perhaps buying a new property or moving into new home or change of residence 

happened sometime between April 1970 to December 1970. 
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 Moon in fourth house always means that the native will make home closer to the bodies of water, 

such as lakes, rivers or oceans. It is no surpise that you made Bay Area as your home. In fact, 

moving away from water will affect your family life and peace of mind. 

 Mars in tenth house has its direct aspect on your fifth house. This means difficulty in conceiving a 

child, even a risky pregnancy. You probably had a child at a late age. Lord of fifth house is Jupiter, a 

male planet and male planet Mars aspecting fifth house imply a male child. The planetary 

combinations in your horoscope are not conducive for more children. 

 The lord of fifth house, Jupiter is placed in fourth house. This means that your child is attached to 

you and will remain so. The conjunction of fifth lord and Moon, however, creates a degree of fear of 

abandonment in the mind of your child. He seeks security. Your child needs repeated assurances of 

love and security from you. Doing so will put his mind at ease. 

 The lord of seventh house is placed in first house. Generally speaking this is a good combination, 

however it also indicates that the spouses will try to dominate each other. It creates some kind of an 

unusual relationship with the spouse – perhaps the two belong to different faiths, race, unusual age 

differences or getting married against the wishes of the families. 

 Venus is placed in your first house. This is the planet that rules art, media, entertainment, 

interpersonal skills, relationships. Industrial, mechanical or machinery-related work doesn’t appeal 

to you. On the contrary, you will excel and enjoy the work that requires interpersonal skills, human 

touch or work that cannot be automated. You will do well in hospitality industry or any line of work 

that requires one to smile. Unless you have already explored, you should consider a career in public 

relations. Have you considered writing a blog? This may also bring you financial gains. 

 Your tenth house has Mars in it and lord of tenth house is Sun. This combination shows that you 

should be in a leadership (or senior level) role amongst your coworkers. Further, this combination 
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suggests that you are self-made woman and you rely on your own efforts to earn your money. 

Placements of Mars and Sun imply that you will always have sufficient cash inflow to cover your 

needs. You will maintain certain level of affluency. 

 Conjunct of Mars and Uranus in the tenth house implies that you are a rebel, sometimes even at 

work. You do not like repetitive work and everything that you do or want to do has a different and 

newer twist.  

 Your horoscope has an interesting combination – Venus in the first house, conjunct of Mars and 

Uranus in tenth house and direct aspect of Mars on Venus from the tenth house. This means that 

you could have a entered a career that involved high-tech, mechanics or heat/fire related 

occupations. However, in the end Venus prevailed resulting in you choosing other line of work.  

 If you are presented with the opportunity to move back to your birth place, then I would recoomend 

against moving back. Before you ever decide to move back to your birth place, know this that your 

life and working career will flourish in places away from your birth place. Going back to birth place 

will create obstacles and hinderances.  

 Lord of ninth house is Moon suggesting that there was some memorable or life changing event at 

the age of 24. 

 Jupiter transit through your seventh house and Ketu (South Node)/Jupiter dasha period from May 

2012 to April 2013 will bring marital harmony and peace within the family. Quality of relationship 

with the spouse will improve. Some positive events related to your child will occur. 

 Rahu (North Node) will transit through your tenth house from February 2016 to August 2017. Expect 

some major and important changes related to your work and career during this period. It could be a 

change of career or line of work or employer and something similar. 
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Health: 

 Overall, you will maintain good health. However, we all are prone to certain ailments; you are no 

exception. Aries sign in your sixth house indicates that you are prone to ailments related body parts 

above shoulder - eyes, ears, mouth, headaches and sleeplessness. 

 Sun placed in your second house suggests dental problems. Perhaps, you are your dentist’s 

preferred customer . 

 Mars has its seventh direct aspect on Moon resulting in gynecological health issues. 

 Your health will demand attention at the ages of 48, 55 and 60. 

Saadesati: 

Saadesati is an approximately 7-1/2 years period ruled by Saturn. Every individual goes through this 

period. Generally speaking, this period is a tad tough. It challenges the native, teaches a few life lessons 

and as a result makes the native mentally and emotionally stronger. Since your Saturn is stronger, this 

period will not be severe on you. Your first saadesati was from April 1990 to March 1998. You can look 

back at this period and see it yourself how it was for you. Your next saadesati will begin in February 2020 

and will end in June 2027. Since this period is ten years away, I did not study it in details now. We can 

revisit it as we approach that time period.  

Vimsottari Dasha (Dasa): 

In Vedic Astrology, the native’s entire life span is ruled by certain planet during certain periods. This is 

described as Vimsottari Dasha. This is one of the foundations of predictive astrology. It clearly defines 

what life events will happen and when. The tables at the end of this document show the Vimsottari Dasha 

periods for you. Please note the dates are in dd/mm/yyyy format rather than mm/dd/yyyy format.  
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This is how you should use the Vimshottari Dasha tables. For your ascendant, Moon, Sun and Jupiter are 

benefic planets. Venus being placed in ascendant also gives positive results. The tables below show what 

planets influence what time periods in your life. Each of these periods is further subdivided into 

“antardasha” (sub-periods). The periods ruled by benefic planets give overall positive results. The 

antardasha of a benefic planet within benefic planets are the best periods in life when your desires are 

fulfilled. Converse is true about malefic planets. For your ascendant, Saturn and Mars are slightly (almost 

negligible) malefic. So, don’t worry about it. Currently, you are under Ketu (South Node) dasha. It started 

in May 2008 and will end in May 2015. Within this period, expect some challenges through April/May 

2012. After that, things will streamline.  

Precious Stones: 

There are several types of precious stones available to cure certain malefic effects of the planets. You 

requested a gem stone therapy to improve the marital relationship. There are two stones that will help 

you in this process – diamond and yellow sapphire. Diamond will help improve physical aspect of the 

relationship and Yellow Sapphire will improve spiritual and emotional aspect of the relationship. These 

stones will have to worn in gold ring. Yellow Sapphire goes in the index finger (pointer) of right hand and 

Diamond goes in the ring finger. However, before you spend your hard-earned $$$ on these stones, let’s 

first try the gem stones color therapy that does not cost you any money.  

During our discussion, I gathered that you would like to improve the emotional part of your relationship. 

To that effect, we need to enhance Jupiter. Going forward, try to increase the use of yellow color or its 

shades in your life – for example in clothing or other personal items. You can also use indigo color to 

supplement the effects of yellow color. Please try the color therapy for eight to ten weeks. 

Remember, you cannot control other person’s behavior but you have a choice to decide how you respond 

to their behavior. 
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Meditation: 

Please follow the instructions I gave you for the meditation. You will focus on getting energy from Mother 

Earth and your own personal divine star. If you need, we can talk more about this. 

If you believe in chanting mantras, please chant the following mantras (one or both) every day or you can 

alternate them. 

Om Goorooveh Namah – Recite this mantra to improve your spiritual and emotional relationship. 

Please recite this mantra preferably 108 times a day during your morning meditation. If you cannot 

recite it for 108 times, do whatever you can. The key is to make commitment to seek divine energy 

from Jupiter. 

Om Shookraay Namah  – Recite this mantra to enhance your physical relationship that would 

ultimately supplement the emotional relationship. Please recite this mantra preferably 108 times a 

day during your morning meditation. If you cannot recite it for 108 times, do whatever you can. The 

key is to make commitment to seek divine energy from Venus. 

Conclusion: 

Overall, your horoscope is quite good! I have made an attempt to provide you with some insight into it. As 

always, I welcome your feedback. If there is anything additional or more specific you would like to know, 

please let me know and I will make my best effort to answer your query. 

 

Shubham Bhavatu!*  

 
 

*That’s ‘All the Best’ in Sanskrit – the ancient Indian language in which all Vedic Astrological Scriptures are written. 
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